July 13, 2017

**Cruz Proposes Opt-Out for Obamacare**

Let's bring back catastrophic health insurance plans. These are true insurance that cover only major medical conditions, not common colds, back pain, urinary tract infections, annual exams, vaccinations and the like.

Conservative Republican senators want to let Americans opt out of Obamacare by giving them access to these kinds of plans, which disappeared under Obamacare. Senator Ted Cruz proposes to let insurers in each state offer whatever kinds of plans they want to offer -- as long as one plan is Obamacare-compliant. His idea would essentially repeal the law's prohibition on catastrophic plans and restore affordability to premiums. Let Senator Cruz know what you think.
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*The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.*